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“Looking for a needle in a haystack.”

Credit: Modified from Omar Almaini
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Lens Finding with Deep Learning

Yes or 
No

Yes

https://github.com/McWilliamsCenter/CMUDeepLens

Trained
Classifier

Lanusse, Ma, Li et al. 2017

https://github.com/McWilliamsCenter/CMUDeepLens


HST-like Images (Space Telescopes) LSST-like Images (Ground Based Telescope)Training Sets

Li et al. 2016



Receiver Operating Characteristic Curves

Lanusse, Ma, Li et al. 2017
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Lens Finding Challenge

- Open Source on GitHub, both data and codes
- The Rank of the lens finding Challenge

Metcalf et al. 2019
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Lens Modelling with Machine Learning



Created my own CNN to investigate:

1. the efficiency when applied to LSST- and Euclid-like images
2. how accuracy is affected by:

- the presence of the foreground lens light
- the assumed mass-light alignment
- the use of multi-band imaging
- the use of stacked images

Lens Modelling with Deep Learning
● Parameter Fitting techniques (e.g. Warren & Dye 2003, Nightingale, Dye & Massey 2018)

● CNNs (Hezaveh et al. 2017) -> Speed up of ~7 orders of magnitude!

1 Lens/week
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Pearson, Li, Dye, arXiv:1904.06199
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Switching to multi-band 
imaging decreased errors by 

18-20%. Removing lens light 
decreased errors by 26±12%.

Pearson, Li, Dye, arXiv:1904.06199



Lights & Mass Profile Correction 
    

A CNN trained on zero scatter (blue line) uses lens light to predict the 
mass profile. There is scatter between the mass profiles and light profiles 
of observed lenses. We scattered both Orientation and Ellipticity to study 
the influences on the predictions. Solid Lines for “with lens light”; Dashed 
lines for “without lens light”.

Pearson, Li, Dye, arXiv:1904.06199



A CNN trained on zero scatter (blue line) uses lens light to predict the 
mass profile. There is scatter between the mass profiles and light profiles 
of observed lenses. We scattered both Orientation and Ellipticity to study 
the influences on the predictions. Solid Lines for “with lens light”; Dashed 
lines for “without lens light”.

Lights & Mass Profile Correction 
    

Pearson, Li, Dye, arXiv:1904.06199

When training a neural 
network, mass-light 

alignment must be taken 
into account. Realistic 

Training Sets are 
necessary.



❖ Gravitational lensing is useful in astrophysics and cosmology, but we 
will encounter some issues in the Era of LSST, such as identifying and 
modelling strong lenses.

❖ Deep learning works better than traditional methods and human eyes 
in the detection of Strong lenses in the first Lens Finding Challenge. 

❖ Lens modelling can be improved by utilising deep learning, including 
automation and efficiency. But, Realistic Training Sets are necessary.

❖ By connecting the machine modules mentioned above to traditional 
lens modelling tools, we are building an end-to-end pipeline for the 
automated analysis of strong lenses.

Summary


